
 

* Including test, information and guided city tour on the first day.  ** All levels according to CECR 

*** Test required before confirmation. **** We reserve the right to alter the number of lessons/activities if the number of participants is less than indicated. 

          

General French Courses 

Français Général 

(FG) 

20 lessons/week* 
(in mornings) 

The course lasts 2 weeks renewable up to max 8 weeks 
(or 10 weeks for A0, A1, A2 levels) 
 

Groups from 5 to 10 students 
 

Levels:  elementary to advanced (A1-C1)** 
Beginners A0 are accepted on specific dates 
 

(1 week on request) 

Standard course of General French for adults who wish to 
express themselves with more ease and confidence in a 
personal or professional context. 

Français Général Plus 

(FG+) 

30 lessons/week* 
(20 in mornings and 10 in afternoons) 

The course lasts 2 weeks renewable up to max 8 weeks 
 

Groups from 5 to 10 students in mornings (in FG) 
and from 4 to 6 in afternoons**** 
 

Levels:  elementary to advanced (A1-C1)** 
(1 week on request) 

Standard course (FG) in the mornings and thematic 
workshops in the afternoons to practice and broaden your 
knowledge: French civilization, conversation, media, activities 
outside the institute, phonetics, etc. 

FG & Cours Particuliers 

(FGCP) 

20 lessons/week in FG* 
+ 4, 5, 8, 10 or 15 private lessons (CP) 

(in afternoons) 

The course lasts 2 weeks renewable up to max 8 weeks 
(or 10 weeks for A0, A1, A2 levels) 
 

Groups from 5 to 10 students in mornings (in FG) 
 and private lessons in afternoons 
 

Levels: elementary to advanced (A1-C1)** 
Beginners A0 are accepted on specific dates 
(1 week on request) 

Standard course (FG) in the mornings and private lessons 
(CP) in the afternoons to focus on subjects of your choice 
(general or business). 

Cours Particuliers 

(CP) 

Course duration is at your convenience 
 

Private lessons in the mornings or afternoons at your 
convenience (and depending on availability) 
 

All levels are accepted from beginners to advanced 
(Private courses for 2, 3 or 4 participants on request) 

Private and tailor-made course according to your level and to 
your personal and/or professional needs. 

   

French for Exam & Professional Purposes 

Préparation au DELF 

(PDELF) 

6 lessons/week (in afternoons) 

The course lasts 4 weeks  
and can be combined with a FG or a FL course 
 

Groups from 3 to 10 students in afternoons 
 

Level: intermediate 2 (B2)*** 

Preparation for DELF B2 exam including 6 group lessons per 
week in the afternoons. This course is specially designed for the 
certification and is handled by a certified teacher. 

Préparation au DALF 

(PDALF) 

4 CP/week (in afternoons) + tutoring 

The course lasts 2 weeks renewable up to max 8 weeks 
and is to be combined with a FG or FL course 
 

Private lessons with corrections and tutoring 
 

Level: intermediate 2 to advanced (B2-C1)*** 

Preparation for DALF exam including 4 private lessons per 
week in the afternoons, corrections and tutoring by the teacher, 
supposing at least 6 hours of guided self-study by the student 
per week. 

Français Professionnel 

(FP) 

35 lessons/week 

The course lasts 2 weeks 
 

Groups from 2 to 4 students**** 
 

Levels :  intermediate to advanced (B1-C1)*** 

Specific program designed for executives from different 
horizons, profiles and areas of activity being in direct contact 
with French speaking colleagues or partners. It is structured and 
personalized to suit the common needs identified through the 
questionnaire sent on beforehand. 

FG & Français pour 
Professeurs de Français 

(FG&FPF) 

Standard course (FG) in the mornings and specific methodological workshops in the afternoons designed for teachers of 
French who are not native speakers of the language. 

a - Optimiser sa pratique de classe 
20 lessons/week in FG* 

+ 10 lessons in FPF (in afternoons) 

The course lasts 2 weeks  
 

Groups from 5 to 10 students in the mornings (in FG) 
and from 4 to 15 students in afternoons 
 

Levels: intermediate to advanced (B1-C1)*** 

a - Optimiser sa pratique de classe (1 week on request) 
Workshops are designed on today’s French society and on 
methodological themes on how to improve classroom practice. 

b - Exploiter en classe une visite 
20 lessons/week in FG* 

+ 8 lessons in FPF (in afternoons) 

b - Exploiter en classe une visite à l’extérieur   
Workshops are designed on developing classroom tools linked 
to a visit outside of class, such as a museum. 

 

Long Term French Courses 

Français Long 

(FL) 

20 lessons/week* 
(in mornings and/or afternoons) 

The course lasts 8 weeks 
renewable up to 2 times (16 or 24 weeks) 
 

Groups from 5 to 10 students**** 
 

Levels: elementary 2 to intermediate (A2-B1)*** 
Other levels on request 

Long term standard course for adults who wish to improve 
and consolidate their knowledge of the French language. The 
program is based on the necessary linguistic content required 
for the DELF exam. 
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Optional Courses 
To combine with Français Général (FG) course or with 20 lessons of Cours Particuliers (CP) per week 

Aix-en-Provence,  

Ville d’Art 

(AVA) 

The course lasts 2 weeks and includes approximately 
12h of AVA total over the 2 weeks (afternoons/weekend) 
 

Groups with at least 4 students**** 
 

Levels: elementary to advanced (A1-C1)** 

Cultural activities to discover the city of Aix-en-Provence’s 
artistic offer: visit with a teacher to 4 different museums. 

Découverte 

de la Provence 

(DP) 

The course lasts 2 weeks and includes approximately 
20h of DP total over the 2 weeks (afternoons/weekend) 
 

Groups with at least 4 students**** 
 

Levels: elementary to advanced (A1-C1)** 

Cultural activities to discover the region of Provence: guided 
tour and excursions as well as tasting of local products.  

Découverte 

de la Cuisine Provençale 

(DCP) 

The course lasts 2 weeks and includes approximately 
16h of DCP total over the 2 weeks (afternoons/weekend) 
 

Groups with at least 4 students**** 
 

Levels: elementary to advanced (A1-C1)** 

Cooking activities to discover gastronomy of Provence through 
lectures and workshops: get to know vocabulary and the 
specificities of the products, cheese and wines from the region. 

Découverte 

de la Provence à Pied 

(DPP) 

The course lasts 2 weeks and includes approximately 
17h of DPP total over the 2 weeks (afternoons/weekend) 
 

Groups with at least 4 students**** 
 

Levels: elementary to advanced (A1-C1)** 

Walks in nature to discover the countryside of Provence: 
guided hikes at a leisurely pace to give you time to admire the 
famous landscapes that have attracted artists from all over the 
world for centuries. 

Parcours Photographie 

(PP) 

The course lasts 2 weeks and includes approximately 
17h of PP total over the 2 weeks (afternoons/weekend) 
 

Groups with at least 4 students**** 
 

Levels: elementary to advanced (A1-C1)** 

Walks in the cities of Aix-en-Provence, Marseilles and 
Avignon to discover these places through the lens of a camera 
and enjoy the hidden gems with the help of a professional 
photographer. 

   

Optional Activities 
To combine with Français Général (FG) course or with 20 lessons of Cours Particuliers (CP) per week 

 
Painting, Golf, Horse-Riding … 

 
Please contact us for more information. 

Payable directly to our partners and to combine with Français Général (FG) course or with 20 lessons of Cours Particuliers (CP) per week. 
IS Aix-en-Provence booking fee of 50€  
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